Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for September, 2021

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

by Rod Parker

Fellow NWW members,
As I write right this, the fall weather has finally
arrived in Western Washington. Every fall I’m
drawn to those projects that have waited all
summer for my return! One of the projects that I
and the NWW Board of Directors have every
fall is to establish the new board for the coming
year. While we have not completed our work, I
would like to thank Pat Goddard and Greg
Camurd for agreeing to serve on the Board. As I
mentioned, we are still recruiting for board
members and committee leads. If you would
like to contribute to our club, please contact
me.

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.

We had a great hollowing class recently with
Dan Tilden . I was so enthusiastic with thin wall
hollowing that I managed to create this:
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My second attempt (shown on the next page)
was somewhat more successful!
(Continued on next page)
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President's Letter (Cont'd)
I encourage all of you to take advantage of the
club’s offerings from our Sawdust Saturday
sessions and the club-sponsored classes. See the
writeup in this issue for our upcoming Sawdust
Saturday sessions.
Our October meeting will be a hybrid in-person
and Interactive Remote Demonstration. This will
be a new experience for us. I hope you will join
us on Oct 21st for this trial run. Further information will be emailed to club members prior to
the meeting.

Second hollowing attempt by R.P.

Rod Parker

President's Creative Challenge
As a follow on to Dan Tilden’s hollowing demo and
class, this month’s challenge is to bring and tell
about your favorite hollowed vessel. Don't have a
favorite one yet? Feel free to give hollowing a try
and tell us about your experience.

Dan Tilden - Walnut burl hollow vessel

Last month's Prez Challenge was to bring in your
first turned bowl. While many members had lost
track of their first bowl attempts, others managed to
locate theirs, several of which are shown here. The
shapes were not overly refined, some glue joints
were giving up the ghost, but overall quality was
surprisingly good for an initial effort.
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Sawdust Saturdays
By Giovanni Monteferrante
Our September Sawdust Saturday program was scheduled for an Intro to Top Turning, but we
had fewer than the minimum of 4 people signed up, so the session was canceled. That doesn't
happen often, but may have been due this time to Covid concerns, opportunities to learn top
turning elsewhere, and other factors.
As you are probably already aware, classes normally happen on the last Saturday of the month
and run from 9:00 am to around 3:00 pm, with a break for brown bag lunches (no stores or
restaurants close by). Cost for the day's instruction is $10 (which also includes the turning
wood, coffee and donuts).
Reply to Giovanni Monteferrante (sawdustsaturday@nwwwt.org) with any questions or
comments, or to get on the signup list. A signup sheet will also be available at the club
meetings.

Make Your Own Ornaments

Coming in October , just in
time for the Holidays! Come and hang with us! We will give you
everything you need to start making your very own heirloom
ornaments that the family will cherish forever!

Boxes

Our November session will be on
, which are not made
from cardboard, nor are they cubical! Get the fit right and make
them pop! (If you dont know what I am talking about, come to
the class and learn!!).
There will be no December Sawdust Saturday, due to the
holidays....
But .... We'll be BACK!!!

After unintentionally turning a "funnel" during Dan Tilden's
hollowing class, President Parker wanted to assure the
membership that he is also capable of intentionally creating
a funnel, as shown in this photo of a recent turning.
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September Program Recap
On September 16th, our in-person demonstrator was
Dan Tilden from Ashland, Oregon. The business portion
of the meeting ran long so Dan begain his demo,
"Exploring the Natural Edge Design" somewhat later
than anticipated....but it was worth the wait.
Dan began his presentation with a brief slide show in
which he provided many examples of his natural edge
work, along with his thoughts and perspective on the
aesthetics of grain, bark, and natural defects that he likes
to incorporate in his pieces. He mentioned the
importance of examining a burl or log section carefully -don't just go for the largest turning possible. It is OK to
sacrifice material if it improves the overall look and "feel"
of the piece.
Following the slides, Dan stepped to the lathe. He had brought along a 9-10 inch piece of
cherry with bark on one end. He had previously chiseled out a 2 inch "divit" in the center of
the bark so that his drive center could get a strong purchase into wood rather than bark. He
brought up the tailstock with a live center. He uses a Thompson 5/8" bowl gouge most often
for initial roughing and shaping, and finds that when kept sharp it works nicely for finishing
cuts as well. He goes down to a 1/2" bowl gouge for fine cuts.
When making the initial cuts, Dan keeps his arms in and has the tool handle next to his body.
He uses short, repeated pivoting cuts, and keeps the tool about 45 degrees open. Dan prefers
an Irish grind with wings about 1 inch long.
After shaping the outside of the piece and cutting a dovetailed tenon on the end, Dan
reversed the piece into a 4-jaw chuck to begin the hollowing process. As you can see on the
lower left of this page, his demo piece was bowl shaped but the inside was enclosed except
for a central ring of bark.
The wood between the inner and outer rings of
bark was removed first, then the inner hollowing.
Dan follows the common practice of drilling a
central hole to the desired depth and using the
hole to gauge when his hollowing reaches the
correct depth. He eyeballs the contour of the
"valley" between the two rings of bark and tries
to match the contour on the inside, aiming for a
wall thickness of around 3/8 inch. To facilitate
viewing the interior to get it as smooth as
possible, he uses a flexible battery-operated light
source (Stylus Reach Streamlight, available at

(Continued on next page)
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September Program Recap (Cont'd)
Craft Supplies or Amazon for around $25).
Both straight and curved cutters are used to accomplish the hollowing. As one approaches
the final wall thickness, it is a matter of measure, cut, measure, cut, etc. Dan admitted that
this can be a bit tedious, but it is necessary for preventing blow-outs and achieving a
uniform, smooth wall.
Once all of the hollowing is complete, Dan reverses the piece into a jam chuck and then
turns off the tenon to create a very slightly recessed foot.
For finishing, the possibilities are many although Dan most often uses 2 - 3 coats of pure
tung oil which he lets thoroughly dry then adds several coats of lacquer.
To supplement his demonstration, Dan brought in some of his past pieces (shown below),
many of which he showed in his introductory slide show.
Dan followed up his demo with a hollowing class the following day. It was well received
by the attendees, as noted on the next page.
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Dan Tilden's Hollowing Class
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Upcoming Programs
October 21, 2021

- Our meeting will include a

demonstration of "Basic Stave Construction for the
Lathe" by Bill Wells of Olympia, WA. A basic stave
project consists of vertically glued staves to form a
hollow cylindrical blank. The advantages of this method
are the ability to make rather large-diameter blanks from
smaller material and the finished blank is all face grain,
limiting tearout. You could say that the staved projects
are similar to segmented but using only a few pieces
rather than hundreds. Bill will demonstrate the basic
technique to design, glue and turn basic stave pieces.

November 18, 2021

- Before you know it, Thanksgiving,
Hannakah and Christmas will be upon us, as well as
another COVID surge, possibly (boo, hiss!). Because of
the pandemic uncertainty, the Board has decided to err
on the side of safety and have a pared down annual
Holiday Party with pizza and soft drinks. We may not
even have that, depending on what State and Federal
restrictions, if any, may be in effect in mid-November.
Renowned multi-axis turner Barbara Dill WILL be
providing an IRD for the event. More details will be
forthcoming as the date approaches. We appreciate your
flexibility and understanding.

December, 2021

- NO MEETING in December. In
keeping with our usual tradition, we will not have a
meeting during December so that you have more time
for family and friends during this busy time of year.
But have no fear, we will be back in full force to begin
the New Year off in January!
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Our Coming Demonstrator: Bill Wells
Contributed by David Pettenski
The October 21 meeting will feature Bill Wells, from Olympia,
Washington. Bil's presentation will be "Demonstrating Basic
Stave Construction for the Lathe" . Although we will have a
general membership meeting in person, Bill is planning to
provide a PowerPoint presentation on stave construction
concept, procedure and tips along with visual examples. Since
the design and preparation including cutting pieces and glue up
is a major part of stave construct as opposed to lathe turning,
this demonstration will not include active lathe turning.

PLEASE NOTE -

MEETING WILL BE AT OUR NEW LOCATION: THE MOUNT VERNON
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, 820 W. BLACKBURN RD., MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273. Parking
is free and the meeting will be in the auditorium located in the front center part of the
building adjacent to the parking lot.
Bill Wells is an engineer living in Olympia, and is a member of Woodturners of Olympia,
an AAW chapter. He retired from a career with Weyerhaeuser in 2003, and began working
with wood as a hobby. Ten years later he inherited a lathe from a neighbor and discovered
that all his projects need not be flat and square. He now considers himself primarily a
woodturner, but still does “flat” work. Most of his woodturning projects are of the
segmented variety, including many staved designs.
Taken from Bill’s AAW article of October 2012:

“A basic staved turning blank consists of
vertical beveled-edge staves glued
together to form a hollow cylinder blank.
You could find easier, less timeconsuming ways to make a turning
blank. So why go to such lengths to cut,
join, and turn these multisided
creations? First, stave construction
allows you to create relatively largediameter blanks using less material.
Second, the finished blank will display
only facegrain, so stave bowls cut
smoothly, without the intermittent grain
tearout common on one-piece bowls.
Staved projects are similar to and have
many of the advantages of segmented
designs, but use only a dozen or so
pieces, compared to hundreds. Design
flexibility is another advantage."
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A Message From Our "Top Gun"
We had two top turning events this month, both were in Everett. The first one was outdoors in
support of Hand-in-Hand Kids, an organization that provides backpacks, school supplies, and
some clothing for kids returning to school. The event was held at Bible Baptist Church on
Casino Rd in Everett on August 21st. Four club members, Brad Thompson , James Plessner,
Tom Thornton and Tal Birdsong turned tops and gave them to the kids. James was the
photographer and didn’t make it into the pictures. It was great fun and very satisfying to see
the smiles from the kids as well as parents and grandparents.

The second event was at the Imagine Children’s Museum in Everett. We turned tops during
two sessions. James Plessner and Rod Parker don’t appear in the pictures even though they
were turning tops. The ones in the pictures are Brad Thompson and Tom Thornton . The five
of us had a great time even though we had to improvise a little around the construction that is
going on there. This is an event that we have supported in previous years. They have invited
us back for their North Pole event in November and in the spring for Arbor day. Dates and
times to be announced.
This is a fun time to get to know other
members of the club, interact with people
in the community, and reach out to people
who might be interested in woodturning.
I encourage you to participate when these
opportunities arise. You'll be happy you
did.

Tal Birdsong
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Know Your Woods
East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia latifolia) is found in India, Sri Lanka,
and Indonesia. Trees grow to 100 ft tall with a 2-4 ft trunk diameter.

Heartwood of East Indian Rosewood can vary from a golden brown to
a deep purplish brown, with darker brown streaks. The wood darkens
with age, usually becoming a deep brown. The grain is usually
narrowly interlocked. Rated as very durable and resistant to termite
attack
East Indian Rosewood can be difficult to work with tools because of its
interlocked grain and density. The wood can sometimes contain chalky
deposits that will rapidly dull cutting edges. Glues and finishes well,
though color from the wood’s natural resins can inadvertently bleed
onto surrounding surfaces when applying a finish, so care must be
taken on the initial seal coats.
East Indian Rosewood is listed on CITES appendix II under the genuswide restriction on all Dalbergia species.
Common uses include fine furniture, musical instruments, veneer,
turned and other specialty wood objects.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
This month we look at everyone’s favorite part
of woodturning…...SANDING!
There are many variables when it comes to
sanding…..a myriad of abrasives available,
hand sanding, power sanding, inertia sanding,
and everyone’s favorite…..no sanding.
Most important is finding a method that
delivers the results you want to attain. So
here’s an excellent web article and three
videos to help refine your sanding technique in order to achieve the level of finish you desire.
First, an excellent online article from Kent at Turn a Wood Bowl on bowl sanding. This article
is quite comprehensive and is and excellent resource that you will return to often.

https://turnawoodbowl.com/bowl-sanding-tools-and-finish-techniques/

Kent also has posted a video on bowl sanding which dovetails nicely with his article.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= cPA55pqozFs

Next, a short video focusing on bowl sanding from longtime turner Lyle Jamieson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= PLkNvVOWIo4

Then we jump across the Atlantic to the shop of Mike Waldt. Mike, as usual, offers
some interesting thoughts and techniques on our subject.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 4G-Wv0Axl4g

Finally, we catch up with Sam Angelo aka The Wyoming Woodturner. In his video
Sam provides pointers for both bowl and spindle sanding.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= qdEAeH90QdI

After all of the effort of procuring wood and then turning, it’s the sanding and
finishing that often puts your piece “over the top”. Remember, sandpaper is a cutting
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Turning on the Web (Cont'd)
tool…..it gets dull like any other cutting tool. Don’t fall into the pattern of seeing how long you
can make a piece of sandpaper or sanding disc last. Rather, follow the advice of Mike
Mahoney…...”Use sandpaper like someone else is buying it”!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!

The Tenacity of Trees!
This is the eighteenth in a series of pictures demonstrating the determination to survive. Contributed by Les Books.

Finds a Way
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Membership Chairperson

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Members at Large

Librarian

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Will Alexander (Acting)
Membership@nwwwt.org

TBD
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

George Way
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker (Acting)
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org
Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Rick Terney
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Ads (Cont'd)

Penn State Turncrafter Commander Mini Lathe

..............
Contact:
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Outtakes
Our club members make a suggestion to Dan Tilden....
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